The county fair is one of the most exciting events of the year for a 4-H'er and his/her family. But, did you know that the fair offers something for everyone? The fair gives 4-H'ers the chance to exhibit the projects they have worked hard to finish. It is also an event that brings the community together. Here are some activities that represent various things you’ll find at the fair. Good luck and enjoy the fair!

For information on joining Indiana 4-H, please call 1-888-EXT-INFO or visit us at www.four-h.purdue.edu.

**Word Scramble**

Fill in the missing letters of these favorite foods available at your county fair. Then, unscramble them to uncover a secret message.

H_M B_RGERS
CA_AMEL_APPLE S
_CRE _M
_RENC _RIES
ELEP _ANT _ARS
_COT _ON CA_DY

**Connect the Dots**

**Word Bank**

bicycle, forestry, geology, photography, weather

garden, computer